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illuminating insight into the method or theory in question;
more so than through an investigation of its 'successes1.
For it is just these cases that disclose where the theory is
weak. Naturally the efficacy and justification of the method
is not thereby disproved, but at least the way is prepared for
an improvement of the theory and, indirectly, of the method.
McDougall, therefore, has laid his finger on the right spot
when he argues that the essential factor is the dissociation
of the psyche and not the existence of a high-tension affect;
hence the essential problem in the therapy is the integration
of the dissociation and not the abreaction. This argument
considerably advances the discussion. It entirely corre-
sponds with our experience that a traumatic complex creates
a dissociated condition of the psyche : it is removed from the
control of the will and therefore possesses the quality of
psychic autonomy.
Its autonomy consists in this, that it manifests itself
independently of the will and even in frank opposition to
conscious tendencies, thus forcing its existence tyrannically
upon consciousness. The explosion of the affect invades
the individuality completely, pouncing upon it rather like
an enemy or a wild beast. Frequently I have observed the
typical traumatic affect represented in the dream as an
enemy or as a wild and dangerous animal—a striking image
of the autonomous nature of the split-off affect.
Considered from this angle abreaction appears in an
essentially different light; it is an attempt to re-integrate
once more into consciousness the complex that has become
autonomous. The complex is gradually included as an
accepted content. of consciousness, mainly through the
traumatic situation being simply lived over again, either once
or repeatedly.
It is of course questionable, to my mind, whether the
thing is actually so simple, or whether there may not be other
circumstances essential to the process. It must, above all,
be emphasized, that it is not merely the uehearsal of experience

